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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report addresses the segment of the proposed Twenties Bikeway from SE 28th Avenue
at Steele Street to the southern terminus at SE 45th Avenue and Crystal Springs Boulevard.
The purpose of this report is to summarize the findings from five data collection efforts
and make conclusions and recommendations to guide PBOT during subsequent planning
phases.
The data collection methods include:

Reconnaissance and Windshield Survey: conduct field review of segment, noting potential
concerns
Bike Counts: count bicyclists as they pass through a given intersection
Cyclist Intercept Surveys: intercept bicyclists traveling along the route and conduct survey
Transportation Infrastructure Inventory: quantify transportation infrastructure along the
proposed route and at six local destinations
Stakeholder Interviews: conduct one-on-one interviews with four stakeholder types
Key findings include:

1. The majority of bicyclists on the study segment are white males between the ages of 3564. Most are commuters who live in the local neighborhoods and identify themselves as
“enthusiastic and confident”.
2. Many bikers are going in the east-west direction and riding on the 20s for short periods
to connect on east-west streets. Contradictory to our initial assumption, residents are
aware of and frequently use the SE 37th Avenue connection to the Springwater Corridor.
3. There are safety concerns primarily due to the high-speed traffic along SE 28th Avenue
and a need for better signage to show bike route connections.
4. Bike theft is an issue of concern in the area, particularly at Reed College.
5. There are mode sharing conflicts along the end of the route, where streets are narrower
between SE 36th and 45th Avenues. The intersection of SE 28th Avenue and Bybee
Boulevard is of particular concern, with high traffic speeds and trans-modal interactions
especially when the Bybee MAX Station is built in the future.
Equity considerations include:

1. There were significant less women bicycling than men. All the women we spoke to were
interested in biking but had concerns about their physical safety.
2. There is potentially a population of the limited english proficiency class that is being left
out of the planning process. It is a historically Asian area with new immigrants that may be
moving into the area.
3. There is noticeable shift in neighborhood conditions east of SE 36th Avenue, where there
is much less street infrastructure and streets become narrower. There may be an impact to
this lower-income neighborhood. Conversely, the proposed bikeway may serve as a traffic
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calming measure and as an opportunity to improve connections to City parks and
amenities.

Recommendations for future planning stages:
1. It would be advantageous to the entire planning process to encourage the involvement
of the “interested, but concerned” bicyclists and create a participatory process with
community members. PBOT should consider re-framing the way bicycling issues are
discussed in order to appeal to a wider range of user groups.
2. Further study into the “interested, but concerned” type of riders will be useful in gaining
more information about the barriers to bicycling and preferences, particularly for females
and other protected classes.
3. PBOT may consider establishing a Stakeholder Advisory Committee that covers the entire
route to address equity, in addition to neighborhood-specific committees to address local
issues as necessary.
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II.

INTRODUCTION

This report addresses the southernmost segment of the proposed Twenties Bikeway ,
extending from SE 28th Avenue at Steele Street to SE 45th Avenue and Crystal Springs
Boulevard. The purpose of this report is to summarize various methods of data collection
and analysis performed during Fall Quarter 2012 (September-December). This report is
designed as a quick reference to key findings and the major thinking behind those findings.
If a reader is interested in deeper analysis or methodology, a more extensive discussion can
be found in the Appendix.
The study segment runs through the Reed, Eastmoreland, Woodstock, and Ardenwald/
Johnson Creek neighborhoods. The northern portion of the segment, from SE 28th and
Steele Street to SE 27th and Bybee Boulevard, is presently a designated bike route. Along
this stretch, there are existing painted bike lanes and related bike infrastructure. The
study segment also passes by Reed College and regional recreational amenities including
the Crystal Springs Rhododendron Garden and the Eastmoreland Golf Course. There are
several smaller neighborhood parks adjacent or near the proposed bikeway, which are all
City owned and operated. Duniway Elementary school is also closeby, within four blocks of
the proposed bikeway, along Crystal Springs Boulevard.
The proposed bikeway along the southernmost segment would provide a scenic route for
users in any season of the year. With a few adjustments and intentional decision making,
this segment of the route could become one of the most pleasant and enjoyable rides in
the city, while creating improved connectivity to transit lines, neighborhood amenities and
commercial areas.

Land Use, Housing, and Aesthetic Character

Homes along the proposed bike route display architectural styles popular in the 1920s and
1930s including Tudor, Colonial, and English Cottage. South of Woodstock Boulevard, the
segment runs along the eastern boundary of Eastmoreland Golf Course and western edge
of an upscale residential neighborhood. The Eastmoreland neighborhood is dominated by
large single-family homes, generally larger than the city standard sited on Portland Maps,
of a tenth of an acre. The real estate website Trulia notes the average price of a home sold
in Eastmorland is $490,000, compared with the overall average price of Portland homes of
$262,000. The Woodstock neighborhood panhandle, which crosses the proposed bikeway
along its southeastern edge, has newer post WWII era housing as well as more recent
infill housing. These homes tend to be smaller in scale, and while lot sizes vary, some are
smaller than the standard. The Office of Neighborhood Involvement (ONI) data reflects
a vast majority of owner-occupied homes in Eastmorland and Woodstock with Reed
drawing more renters. Portland Maps shows zoning is primarily R5 residential and Open
Space. Parks border the residential area and wide streets are lined with mature trees, with
intricate and well maintained landscaping on private properties.
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Street Pattern
The proposed bikeway follows the border between open space and residential zoning.
Generally speaking, it is on wide and well maintained streets. The northern end of the
study area from Steele Street to Bybee Boulevard, has painted bike lanes and signage
indicating ride times and mileage to other points of interest. Topographically, the area is
relatively flat, dropping into Johnson Creek at 45th Place to intersect with the Springwater
Corridor, making it well suited for biking. The flow of non-local, or “through” car traffic is
directed by a network of streets that line the perimeter of the Eastmoreland neighborhood.
This route is also the proposed bike boulevard. In Eastmoreland the street pattern suggests
privacy in the residential areas, protected by landscaping and traffic controls such as oneway streets, do not enter signs, rounded intersections or streets, and a near complete
sidewalk network. There is a significant shift passing into the adjacent Woodstock
neighborhood at SE 36th Ave, where streets narrow and are less improved, and sidewalks
cease along smaller residential lots in comparison.
Figure 1. Divisions of South End of Proposed Bikeway

Divisions of Proposed Bikeway
(SE Steele Street to SE 45th Avenue)
Section 1: Reed
Section 2: Eastmoreland North
Section 3: Eastmoreland South
Section 4: Woodstock
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III.

DATA COLLECTION METHODS

This section summarizes the methods and results of our various data collection efforts. For
a detailed description of methodology and complete results, please refer to the Appendix.

A. Reconnaissance and Windshield Survey

Our team completed a windshield survey and reconnaissance on October 6, 2011, in order
to begin a characterization of existing conditions along the segment. During this site visit,
we drove the length of the segment, taking photos and written notes of our observations.
We also walked around several locations along the route and in the surrounding area, including around the Crystal Springs Rhododendron Garden, the intersection of SE 45th Place
and Johnson Creek Boulevard, the Springwater Corridor Trail access point just south of SE
45th Place, and the northern boundary of the Eastmoreland Golf Course. Our key observations are summarized in Section II (Introduction) and incorporated into Section IV (Findings). During this stage, we also completed online research to supplement our observations
(refer to the Appendix for background information on the study area).

B. Bike Counts

Figure 2. Bike Count Locations

Next, our team collected bike counts at four
locations during the week of October 8,
2012 (Figure 2). We chose four different
days of the week and times of day to collect
the counts, in order to obtain a variety of
information about the sub-sections of our
segment (Table 1). During the five collection
periods, we counted a total of 257 bicyclists,
with the highest volume observed at the
intersection of SE 27th Avenue & Bybee
Boulevard. The general weather conditions
during bike counts can be categorized in
two types: sunny, low 60s to high 50s; and
overcast to showers 40s.

C. Cyclist Intercept Surveys

The next phase of data collection involved
intercepting bicyclists out in the field to
conduct a survey about biking patterns,
perceptions of safety issues, and preferences for bicycle facilities. We selected locations
with high traffic, based on counts and observations, in order to maximize potential
respondents. We conducted surveys during the PM commute periods over a three-day
period (October 31 – November 2, 2012) (Table 2). After a combined total of 16 hours in
the field, we were able to collect 32 surveys.
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Table 1. Summary of Bike Count Methods and ResultsTable 1
Summary of Bike Count Methods and Results
Location

Day/Time

Rationale

SE 28 Avenue, north of
Botsford Drive

Tuesday
(2:00pm - 4:00pm)

Capture possible Reed student traffic
and early commuters

44

SE 27th Avenue & Bybee
Boulevard

Tuesday
(4:00pm - 6:00pm)

Capture PM peak commute period at
busy intersection

101

SE 37th Avenue & Tenino
Street

Saturday
(10:00am - 12:00pm)

Capture weekend recreational use of
Springwater Trail via Tideman Park
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Wednesday (7:30am 9:30am) and Thursday
(7:00am - 9:00am)

Capture AM peak commute period
and use of Springwater Trail access
th
point off 45 Place

th

th

SE 45 Place &
Johnson Creek Boulevard

Counts

49
50
49.5
(average)

Ultimately, our survey efforts were largely determined by weather, which involved scattered rain showers and chilly temperatures (in the low 50s to high 40s). The weather likely
affected the number of potential riders, and their willingness to stop to take a survey. Additionally, there were very few bicyclists on the road before 4:00 PM during the collection
periods. These factors led to a very high number of commuters represented in our sample
and a bias towards dedicated bicyclists, as described further in Section IV (Findings) and
Section VI (Recommendations).
Table 2. Summary of Intercept Survey Methods and Results

Surveys
Completed

Location

Day

Time

SE 28th Avenue, north of
Woodstock Boulevard

Thursday

4:00pm - 5:00pm

1

SE 27th Avenue &
Bybee Boulevard

Thursday
Friday

5:00pm - 6:00pm
4:00pm - 6:00pm

22

SE 37th Avenue &
SE Tenino Avenue

Wednesday
Friday

2:00pm - 3:00pm
4:00pm - 5:00pm

6

Johnson Creek Boulevard &
SE 45th Place

Wednesday
Friday

3:00pm - 4:00pm
4:00pm - 5:00pm

3
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D. Transportation Infrastructure Inventory
We conducted a second inventory in order to learn more about how transportation is used
in the study area. We decided to analyze existing transportation infrastructure along the
route and bicycle parking at six destinations in the area, in order to better understand the
“bike friendliness” of our study segment and to give PBOT more information about possible
areas of improvement. For the transportation infrastructure, we specifically focused on
identifying areas of potential conflicts between cars, bikes, and pedestrians by collecting
the following variables:
Street Conditions: street classification, pavement condition, and street width
Bike Infrastructure: presence of bike lane and number of bike-related signs
Pedestrian Infrastructure: presence of sidewalks, number of crosswalks, and curb cuts
Traffic Calming: marked speed limit and number of speed limit signs
Lighting: number of streetlights

We collected the data by driving along the route two times and validating it against City of
Portland databases. In addition, we divided our segment into the four sections, given our
previous data collections indicated that different neighborhoods in the study area appeared
to have unequal infrastructure investment. The following four sections include (see figure
1):
Reed Neighborhood: SE 28th Avenue, Steele Street to Bybee Boulevard
Eastmoreland North: SE 27th Avenue, Bybee Boulevard to Crystal Springs Boulevard
Eastmoreland South: Crystal Springs Boulevard, SE 27th Avenue to SE 36th Avenue
Woodstock Neighborhood: Crystal Springs Boulevard, SE 36th Avenue to SE 45th Avenue

Given that bike parking is a factor in an individual’s decision to bike or drive, we counted
bike rack spaces at six nearby destinations, including:
Reed College (3203 Woodstock Boulevard)
Duniway Elementary School (7700 SE 34th Avenue)
Trader Joe’s Grocery (4715 SE 39th Avenue)
Precision Castparts Corp. (5001 SE Johnson Creek Boulevard)
Crystal Springs Rhododendron Garden (SE 28th Avenue at Woodstock Boulevard)
Berry Good Produce (5523 SE 28th Avenue)

The results of the second inventory data collection are summarized in Section IV (Findings)
and the Appendix.

E. Stakeholder Interviews

We selected four types of stakeholder groups to interview during the week of November
15-21, 2012. We were interested in obtaining organizational, regional, and neighborhood
viewpoints and a well-rounded perspective to fill in information gaps, including equity
issues. The four stakeholders that we chose to interview include:
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Reed College Bike Co-Op: Luke Liechty and Marie Perez (Club officers)
Portland Parks & Recreation: Allan Schmidt (Planner and Landscape Architect)
Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association: Robert Mccullough (Chair), Rod Merrick
(Land Use Chair), and Fred Nolke (Transportation Chair)
Community Cycling Center: Alison Hill Graves (Executive Director)

Notably, the interview with the Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association was with three
Neighborhood Association representatives, while the interviews with Reed College students
were conducted separately and the interview with Marie Perez was conducted over the
phone; and the Community Cycling Center interview conducted along with another student
from the northernmost study segment. Reed College Bike Co-Op is a club operated by
student volunteers who serve as mechanics and provide free repair services and parts to
other students. The Community Cycling Center is a community-based bike advocacy nonprofit organization that seeks to broaden access to cycling for all people (regardless of
background).

V.

FINDINGS

The following are a summary of the conclusions from all of our data collection
efforts.

A. Who is using the route?

During the Cyclist Intercept Surveys, we were able to determine the types of
riders using the proposed bikeway. The most common users were white males
between ages 35-64, and a majority of responses were commuters coming from
local destinations. Most claimed to be in the “enthusiastic and confident” category
of cyclists (Table 3). However to a lesser extent, we also observed during our bike
counts and surveys Reed College students, families with children, and women
within a wide age range, however, to a lesser extent. We found after speaking with
Reed College students, who typically live on-campus and ride their bikes within the
campus grounds. There were significantly less female riders than male, however the
female riders we intercepted were evenly distributed between “enthusiastic and
confident” riders and “interested, but concerned”.
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Table	
  3	
  
Table 3. Summary of Most Common Responses from Intercept Survey
Summary	
  of	
  Most	
  Common	
  Responses	
  from	
  Intercept	
  Survey	
  
Survey	
  Question	
  

Most	
  Common	
  Response	
  	
  

What	
  is	
  the	
  purpose	
  of	
  your	
  trip	
  
today?	
  

Commuting	
  to/from	
  work	
  	
  

How	
  often	
  do	
  you	
  bike?	
  

In	
  cold	
  or	
  wet	
  weather,	
  how	
  often	
  
do	
  you	
  bike?	
  
What	
  best	
  describes	
  how	
  you	
  feel	
  
about	
  riding	
  on	
  the	
  streets	
  of	
  
Portland?	
  
Gender	
  	
  
Age	
  

Race	
  

5	
  or	
  more	
  days	
  a	
  week	
  	
  
About	
  the	
  same	
  	
  

Enthusiastic	
  and	
  Confident	
  	
  
Male	
  	
  

35-‐44	
  	
  
45-‐54	
  

White/Caucasian	
  	
  

%	
  
81%	
  

56%	
  
60%	
  
75%	
  
78%	
  
25%	
  
25%	
  
91%	
  

The survey data was collected in the rain, therefore the responses to the questions may
have bias towards those who weather has less effect. The intercept surveys were all
conducted during the evening peak commute hours due to very low volume of cyclists
on the route during other times of the day. Therefore, our sample pool consists mainly
of commuters without capturing data from other types of riders such as “interested,
but concerned” or recreational riders, who may have been present given better weather
conditions or alternative times.

B. Where are they going?

We observed during our intercept surveys that many cyclists were not using the full
length of the proposed route nor the existing bike boulevard. Cyclists are deviating
at certain cross streets on the bikeway depending on either their points of origin or
neighborhood destinations. We found through our interview with the Eastmoreland
Neighborhood Association that the major east-west streets that cyclists preferred to
hop on along SE 28th Avenue were Woodstock Boulevard and Bybee Boulevard.
During bike counts, there were very few cyclists headed southbound turning
into the proposed bikeway on SE 27th Avenue and Bybee Boulevard during peak
commute hours. Many riders were heading east or west, towards the Bybee Bridge
or continuing north on SE 28th Ave. We were informed during our interview with
the Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association that traffic speed along the SE 27 th
Avenue is very fast and people may feel unsafe using that corridor.
Initially, we found during bike counts that the established connection to the
Springwater Corridor Trail on SE 37th and Crystal Springs Blvd was difficult
and unimproved in condition. However, we discovered through interviews and
intercept surveys that this connection to the trail was popular and well known
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among many people in the neighborhood.

It should be noted that cyclists had a difficult time responding to questions about
the origin and destination of their trip during the intercept surveys, especially
when asked about the east-west connecting streets. This may be due in part to the
non-grid pattern of our study area and winding nature of Bybee Boulevard. We
witnessed “cognitive stress experienced by respondents during these questions,
indicating a level of uncertainty about the validity of their responses.
Figure 3. Bicyclist Destination Map

Richmond

Brooklyn

CrestonKenilworth
Reed

SellwoodMoreland

FosterPowell

Woodstock

Mt.ScottArleta

Eastmoreland
BrentwoodDarlington

Ardenwald

C. The Needs and Concerns
Through interviews with various potential stakeholders for the bikeway, we learned more
in-depth perspectives about specific concerns the local area had about existing conditions
and the proposed bikeway itself. Common themes that came up during two or more interviews include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

General safety concerns
“Danger spots”
Connectivity
Bike parking and theft
Mode sharing conflicts
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General Safety Concerns
A range of safety-related issues came up during each of the interviews to varying degrees.
The Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association expressed concern about traffic safety on
SE 28th Avenue related to high traffic speeds, no crosswalks, and low visibility. They were
also concerned about lack of traffic signage (e.g., speed limits and directional signs), and
there was a fear of bike theft and other criminal activity especially in anticipation of the
new Bybee MAX Station, which is to be constructed in the future. In conjunction, the
Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association was particularly concerned about the high traffic
volume expected when the station is built and how authorities were going to keep cyclists
and pedestrians safe at all connections on and around the Bybee Bridge.

“Danger spots”

Specific areas of concern were pointed out during the interview with Eastmoreland
Neighborhood Association:
•
•
•

SE 28th Avenue along the Eastmoreland Golf Course to the Bybee Bridge
SE 27th and Bybee Boulevard intersection
SE 28th and Woodstock Boulevard intersection

A representative from the Reed College Bike Co-op also expressed concerns about this
corridor, noting that sometimes drivers turning onto side streets are oblivious to bicyclists,
especially since there are blind corners where bikers and drivers cannot see each other
until the last second.

Connectivity

Both Portland Parks & Recreation (PP&R) and the Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association
were confused about where the route would end and proposed extending it further east.
The Neighborhood Association felt that the end of the proposed bikeway should connect
with the established Fifties Bikeway, and PP&R felt that it should link to Hazeltine Park
located at SE 52nd and Flavel Street.

The Neighborhood Association noted that the existing connection to the Springwater
Trail at SE 37th Avenue is heavily used by local residents even without signage. However,
awareness of this entrance among Reed College students is weak. Both Reed students
interviewees recommended better signage to increase awareness and use of the trail, given
that many students are new to the area. Conversely, the Neighborhood Association cautions
adding signage, which could raise concern amongst residents near the SE 37th Avenue
connection due to increased bike and pedestrian traffic.
It is also worth noting that Marie Perez from the Reed College Bike Co-op preferred taking
Reed College Place to access the trail at SE 37th Avenue, although she referred to SE 27th
Avenue as being “fine.”. The Neighborhood Association also recommends Reed College
Place as an alternative route from Steele Street, through Reed College, to Nehalem Street as
13

opposed to the proposed SE 28th Avenue, to Bybee Boulevard, to SE 27th Avenue, to Crystal
Springs route. The main reason for this suggestion is to avoid safety concerns on along the
SE 28th Avenue and SE 27th Avenue stretch and to utilize the existing infrastructure that
cyclists report using with high frequency.

Bike Theft and Parking

The Eastmoreland Neighborhood Association acknowledged the bike theft issue at Reed
College fearing that increased commuters using the new Bybee MAX station and the 20s
bikeway from different neighborhoods could increase bike theft and other criminal activity.
Luke Liechty from the Reed College Bike Co-op noted that bike thefts do occur, and does not
appear deter students from biking. However, bike theft is a main concern Perez hears often
from students as a campus senator. Although bike theft may not deter students from biking
in the area, residents can potentially see it as a barrier to bicycling.
Overall, there is a fair amount of bike parking throughout the route and at different
destinations such as the Crystal Springs Rhododendron Garden, Reed College, Trader
Joe’s, Duniway Elementary School, and Precision Castparts Corp. However, this reflects
the current volume of users in the area, therefore more bike parking infrastructure may
be needed if the users are expected to increase at these destinations as a result of the
proposed bikeway.

Mode Sharing Conflicts

As the proposed bikeway nears the end, the streets become substantially narrower than

the rest of the route. From SE 36th Avenue to SE 45th Avenue, the streets are only wide
enough for one vehicle to drive through if there are parked vehicles on either side of the
street. There are also no sidewalks from SE 37th Avenue to SE Cesar Chavez Boulevard.
This forces pedestrians to walk on the street causing a safety hazard. With the proposed
bike boulevard there will be three modes of transportation – motor vehicles, bicyclists, and
pedestrians – sharing one lane of traffic.

In general, we discovered through interviews and our own observations several key
concerns regarding existing infrastructure. Traffic volume and speed along the entire route,
especially when the Bybee MAX Station is constructed, will be a major concern for residents
in the area and will call for traffic calming measures. Another concern is a lack of signage
and improvements to the Springwater Corridor Trail access point on SE 37th Avenue via
Tideman Park. Also, busy intersections such as SE Woodstock Boulevard and SE 28th
Avenue, SE 27th Avenue and Bybee Boulevard, and SE 45th and Johnson Creek Boulevard
are not safe for bikers or pedestrians to cross safely and may need improvements in the
future.

D. Possible Alternatives to Proposed Route

The first alternative is to eliminate the jog on Gladstone Street and continue the bikeway
along 26th Avenue turning east on Reedway Street. at the north edge of the Eastmoreland
14

Golf Course. This street is not depicted on the 20s Bikeway map provided by PBOT.
Additionally, the Neighborhood Association suggested to connect the bikeway to Reed
College Campus from Reedway Street, and use the campus bikeways to connect at Reed
College Place so bikers do not have to deal with high traffic speeds on SE 28th Avenue and
SE 27th Avenue. The Neighborhood Association stated that Reed College Place was already
a heavily used route by bikers in the community.

Several routes were brought to our attention during the interviews that are commonly used
and established near the proposed bike route that should be considered moving forward.
It is important to acknowledge the substantial amount of bicycle traffic on SE 28th Avenue
and Bybee Boulevard near the Bybee Bridge. Reed College Place is also another established
bikeway popular amongst residents and Reed College students. The Eastmoreland
Neighborhood Association suggested connecting the proposed bikeway to Reed College
Place and using Nehalem Street to connect to SE 45th Avenue where there is less conflict
with motor vehicles in comparison to Crystal Springs Boulevard.
Finally, we discovered through bike counts, intercepts, and interviews that connecting the
end of the route to SE 45th Avenue southbound towards Johnson Creek Boulevard and
the Springwater Corridor Trail could create better connectivity to the public amenities
that surround the bikeway at the end of the route. The route may be better served if the
bikeway ends at a specific destination as opposed to a neighborhood street on SE 44th
Avenue.

D. How are stakeholders likely to perceive the 20s Bikeway Proposal?

Generally, we did not find any strong opposition to the bikeway proposal as a whole. Many people we interviewed expressed their desire to be included in the planning process and requested
updates as the proposal moves forward. However, major concerns center around how the bikeway would change traffic volume in their neighborhoods and the characteristics of their neighborhood.
Another important take-away from the interview was the concern for how relevant stakeholders
would be included in the process. Community Cycling Center felt strongly about the need for
institutions to understand how they build relationships with the community in general and for
PBOT to think critically about how to convey messages about the bikeway projects specifically.
Framing the message around existing commuters and advocates tends to discourage the “interested, but concerned” type of riders. For example, re-framing the dialogue around health and practical transportation needs has helped the Cycling Center engage with groups of people who do not
fit the traditional mold of a bike commuter or general rider.
There was concern from Portland Parks & Recreation about the tension between goals for enhancing safety needs of people and protecting the natural habitat. For example, bike connections
to park areas along the route need more lighting for safety reasons, but night lighting can disrupt
wildlife habitat. Anecdotally, Parks & Recreation would like to see better bike route connections
to public parks and amenities, especially in this section of the bike proposal where there is a
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plethora of parks and recreational amenities owned and operated by the City of Portland.
Please refer the Technical Appendix for more detailed findings from interviews.

V.

EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS

We believe the protected classes most impacted by the proposed bike route are the income
class, the age class, the sex class, and the limited English proficiency class. Each class has
the potential to be impacted uniquely by the proposed bikeway for the following reasons.

A. Gender Class

Our bike counts showed less women than men biking. This merits further exploration
into barriers that are specific to potential women bikers, or the protected sex class. All
the women we spoke to reported their interest in biking, as well as concerns about their
physical safety while using the roadway. Interviews confirmed this gender distinction in
regards to perceptions of safety, specifically naming the divide and suggesting that the city
encourage middle aged female riders by messaging “going slow, and being awesome.”

B. Age Class

We also saw few children in bike seats or bike trailers. This could indicate that there are
barriers to biking with children, or other ages in the protected age class. During our
interviews multiple interviewees noted they were over 60 years old and were afraid that
one bike accident would end their biking careers forever. Because of the large number of
older bikers in our bike count it may be pertinent for PBOT to pay special attention to the
needs of older bikers along our segment.

C. Limited English Proficiency

None of our methods were able to specifically measure this class. However, it is our
assessment that this population could potentially be left out of the planning process unless
there are extra steps taken to assure access to participation. As this is a historically Asian
area there may be residents with limited English proficiency. There may also be newer
immigrants and/or refugees from Africa counted in the African American/Black census
demographics category. Finally, during the course of our study we noted a large workforce
of domestic workers, landscapers, roofers, construction workers, and gardeners that arrive
and work in Eastmoreland. These jobs are tend to be immigrant dominated, meaning some
of these workers may have limited English skills. We recommend PBOT try learn more
about this workforce as they may be impacted by the proposed bikeway and may even be a
rich source of potential new bike commuters or riders.

D. Income Class

Low income people may be impacted by this proposed bike route, potentially connecting to
lower income neighborhoods at the edges of the study area that include City park amenities
such as the Crystal Rhododendron Garden or Hazeltine Park. An example of such
16

a neighborhood is the Ardenwald-Johnson Creek neighborhood. During our interviews
neighbors and the Portland Parks and Recreation representative wondered why the
proposed bikeway would not extend into the those neighborhoods to add access to those
resources.

E. Other Issues

Another potential equity issue in the study is access to regional recreational amenities. The
Crystal Springs Rhododendron Garden and the public golf course are amenities for all of
Portland. The proposed bike route will probably bring more bikers to these amenities. Is PBOT
considering existing usage statistics of these amenities? Are protected classes currently using
them? Will the proposed bike route hurt or help these classes access these amenities? The
Portland Parks and Recreation representative indicated that there are no current demographic
usage statistics on either the garden or the golf course. In recognition of Title VI provisions,
it may be prudent to keep such statistics in order to track whether the bikeway helps further
diversity or simply brings more white, adult, able bodied, or US born visitors. PBOT may want
to consider some sort of grand opening event that targets minorities and encourages them to visit
these regional amenities and use the bikeway.
Beyond protected classes we also wanted to point out that there is a noticeable shift in
neighborhood conditions east of SE 36th Avenue. Streets become significantly more narrow in
this area while some streets have no sidewalks or poorly paved roads. We conducted an extensive
inventory of road, bicycle, and pedestrian infrastructure along the study segment of the route and
found the area east of SE 36th Ave. to be underserved in all categories. Residents in this section
expressed great interest in added bike infrastructure especially as a traffic calming option.
Based on these equity findings we recommend that PBOT consider targeting certain groups in
order to create an inclusive planning process. Some groups to consider include:
-

Employees of businesses at SE 45th Avenue (Precision Castparts Plant, Franz Bread
Thrift Store, Johnson Creek Market)
Women
Elderly bikers
Students: Reed College, high school, middle school
Families with children
Non-residents who might come in to use local amenities
Workers from outside the community
Non English speakers
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We understand that our study was a brief scan of potential issues that PBOT may
experience while working along the southernmost study segment of the proposed bikeway.
These recommendations should be seen as a set of well informed suggestions to consider
while moving forward with the proposed bikeway process.

A.

Framing of Issues

It may be advantageous to think intentionally about how to encourage the interested, but
concerned biker type, who tend to be a majority of the general population. PBOT may
want to consider a shift from a “build it and they [bikers] will come” mentality to more a
participatory process, asking community members where they go and what they like to
do. This may allow PBOT to have open discussion about where and how potential new
riders can get around safely on a bike. Our data also points to the potential to increase
female commuters. PBOT should consider ways they can help women bike to work while
still looking professional or ready for work. Finally, Community Cycling Center had great
success re-messaging and reframing to encourage immigrants to join the discussion using a
health lens. PBOT might want to consider a similar approach, linking their vast experience
and knowledge with active transportation to connecting those communities that may not
often be biking, and are most likely identifying as interested, but concerned.

B.

Further Study

PBOT should take some time to do further research about the “interested but concerned
biker” type. We found that there may be some general demographic tendencies of this
class. However, we should be cautious to conclude or generalize those groups. PBOT
should consider a more in depth study about these riders and their preferences, as well as
other demographic populations that may not currently rider in large numbers, such as low
income communities, youth, immigrants, communities of color, or those with disabilities or
impairments.

C.

Stakeholder Advisory Committee

Given myriad equity and voice considerations along the entire proposed bikeway,
intentional attention should be paid to the vast majority of riders who may identify as
“interested, but concerned.” In the long run, building relationships with these residents will
result in greater use of both existing and proposed bike infrastructure. A broader and more
inclusive approach to public involvement will also develop a greater sense of ownership
both citywide, as well as in neighborhoods through which the bikeway passes. We suggest
PBOT make the following considerations moving into the bikeway process:
•
•

Internal organizational examination of “who” PBOT is planning the bike infrastructure
for, with the support of the Office of Equity and Human Rights;
Reframing external bicycling messages towards a more universal and inclusive
approach, away from exclusively downtown commuting; and
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•

Develop an open and transparent public involvement process which is sensitive to the
voices of a diversity of community experiences, not just bike enthusiasts or advocates.

The proposed route is quite long, and spans a number of very different neighborhood
types, communities, and uses along the way. PBOT may want to consider convening a
global or “big picture” committee that can sort through larger questions of citywide equity,
bikeway connectivity, and the interactions between transportation modes and their flow.
While smaller, more locally based workgroups can feed recommendations and site specific
work to this committee. It will be imperative for PBOT to consider the uniqueness of
neighborhoods, communities, and their uses circumstantially as a way of creating optimum
community support for the bikeway.

VII.

CONCLUSION

Our research was able to provide insight into different aspects of the Proposed Twenties
Bikeway Project, namely the southernmost study segment. Furthermore, it is important
to consider implications to the entire north to south stretch of the bikeway (NE Lombard
Street to SE 45th Avenue and Crystal Springs Boulevard), to accompany the segment
specific recommendations from Steele Street to SE 45th Avenue and Crystal Springs
Boulevard. We are confident in both our qualitative and quantitative methods and analysis
can provide PBOT a wealth of initial information which can guide a more extensive research
and planning process. In summation, with thoughtful outreach and some infrastructural
improvements, our segment of the bikeway could offer a scenic and safe biking experience,
possibly enticing a diverse group of “interested but concerned” bikers to start riding.
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